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11V11 - Attacking Play

Set Up: Have a couple of small sided fields set up - Using cones for
goals is good.
As players arrive we should have them engaged in
constructive soccer activities - rondos, skills challenges or free play.
Free Play is that as they turn up they get into a scrimmage - start with
1v1 the 2v1, 2v2 and so on. Once it gets to 4v4 maybe start a new field
- the more small sided the games are the more touches the players
will get on the ball and be engaged from the start
 
This can be played before the session start time and no more than 10
minutes after the start time of your session
 
Coaching Points:
This free play does not need to be coached, just supervised - the
players can essentially choose their own teams if they want. No
specific rules or restriction in place as the session has not started -
LET THEM PLAY.

Free Play

Passing back and forth and moving around the area with a partner, on
the coaches command who ever has the ball takes on their
partner/defender and tries to dribble over the line behind their partner.
If the defender wins the ball, they try and score on the opposite line.
 
Coaching points
Passing
Locked ankle - planted foot - strike middle of the ball - hips facing
target - follow through
Dribbling
Lift head to find space and see where the defender is - attack the
space with speed - close control to protect it - bigger touches to attach
the space and get away from defenders

passing 1v1 to line behind

Technical Shooting warm up
Organization:
One goal/target. In the middle of the area, each player has a ball in the
designated area.
Set Up:
Players are given a number. Each player dribbles in the designated
grid, dribbling how the coach has asked (inside of foot only, outside
only, left foot only right foot only, inside outside combinations etc)and
once a number is called dribbles out of grid and shoots on their goal.
Even numbers shoot on one goal, odd numbers shoot on other goal.
 
Progressions -
Add goalie
Call 2 numbers at a time, both trying to score - 1 point for scoring, 2
points for scoring first, 3 points for best goal
Call 2 numbers but only one ball - first number you call is the attacker,
2nd number is defender and does not need to use ball eg calling 1
and 2 - 1 dribbles towards goal while 2 leaves their ball and tries to defender number 1. If 2 wins the ball they can try and score.
 
 
Coaching Points:
Ankle locked
Knee over ball
Head Down
Target on goal
Laces / strike throught the ball
Land on plant foot

Number reaction



Set Up: 3v2 to goal - GK plays a pass to any of the attacking players
who must try and score. On the attacking players first touch, the
defending players (2nd line of players, 5 yards behind) can make
recovery run and press the attacking players, trying to win the ball or
stop the 3 attacking players from scoring.
 
If too easy for the attacking players - move the defenders closer - 3
yards
If too hard for the attacking players - move the defenders further away -
7 yards
 
Aim - Mainly working on attacking the goal while getting pressure from
behind - Do not panic, find team mates if they are in better positions
 
Coaching Points:
- Speed of Play in final 3rd
- Movement
- Forward runs
- Decision Making
- Shooting & Finishing

Finish the chase (20mins)

Let them play
Try to encourage coaching points from throughout the session.

SSG - Scrimmage
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